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Important events to be reported: Facilities related to restaurant development for Taco Bell Romania 

The management of Sphera Franchise Group SA (the “Group”) informs the investors about the 
successful closing of the negotiations between the franchisor, YUM! and California Fresh Flavors SRL 
(“CFF”), the Group’s subsidiary that holds the franchise rights to operate Taco Bell restaurants in 
Romania. 

Further to the negotiations with the YUM!’s representative, Taco Bell Europe, the parties have agreed 
that for the period 2020 - 2021, CFF will benefit of progressive financial incentives, depending on the 
number of net new restaurants being opened. For each new net restaurant that exceeds the number of 
5 net new restaurants, CFF will benefit of additional financial incentives. Due to the confidentiality of the 
agreement with YUM!, the Company cannot disclose the total value of the financial incentives 
negotiated. 

According to the initial restaurant rollout plan, related to the period 2017- 2019, as agreed between 
YUM! and CFF, CFF had no more obligation to open new restaurants in 2020. Nonetheless, CFF 
continued the development of the Taco Bell network in Romania in the course of 2020.  
The management is currently in ongoing renegotiations regarding the restaurant development plan for 
American Restaurant System SA, the operator of Pizza Hut and Pizza Hut Delivery brands in Romania. 
As soon as the agreement is reached, the company will inform the market about the new targets through 
a separate current report. 
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